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VERTIGE
If you plan a vacation for a large family in the
Caribbean, your yacht has to be spacious with
something for everyone. The new superyacht
(a boat over 24 meters / 79 feet in total length)
Vertige from the Italian shipyard Tankoa Yachts
is one of the most elegant 50-meter (164 feet)
vessel on the market. Named after the French
owner’s favorite white wine, Vertige has six cabins
including two luxurious suites with balconies on
the main deck and stunning views over the water,
enormous open-air spaces, and amenities like a
gym and cinema.
Vertige carries a 7-meter (23 feet) powerboat tender, which is essential for the Caribbean due to
the region’s shallow harbors, which are only accessible by boats with smaller drafts (Vertige’s hull
goes 2.2 m / 7.2 feet under the water).
One of the best-matching Caribbean destination
to visit on board Vertige is Bermuda. The island
boasts a new excellent superyacht marina Caroline Bay in the Little Sound which promises an
easy and smooth berthing. The development also
includes an uber-luxurious Ritz-Carlton Reserve
hotel and branded residences, a golf course, numerous restaurants, and more.
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With the cold weather on the horizon, we are all dreaming of warmer
destinations. Imagine yourself surrounded by white sand beaches with
crystal-clear water, the sun tenderly caressing your skin while the palm
trees dance with the wind. If you are thinking about escaping this winter, it doesn’t get better than cruising for a couple of weeks exploring
a sunny destination; like champagne and caviar, the Caribbean and a
luxury yacht are a perfect match.
We invite you to embark on board of our selection of luxury, eco-conscious yachts that will provide you with a sense of complete freedom,
comfort, style, and safety while discovering some of the most pristine
places on our extraordinary planet.
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